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15-DAY SAMPLE PLAN FOR WRITING WORKSHOP 
Argument Writing/Research Paper, 11th Grade 

ASSIGNMENT: Write a social commentary argument essay, in which you evaluate two or more sides of the 
issue, in order to promote social action or change. Support your argument with evidence from your 
research.  Note: “A Modest Proposal” is a curriculum connection to the Writing Workshop assignment; 
it should be used to introduce the genre of social commentary. 

DAY 1, IDEA-GATHERING:  Screenshot or list of twitter trends/what’s trending: What is important to the 
Twitter universe (the world?) What social issues can we gather from these; Whole class: Add social 
issues to the list started Day 1.  Free-write: What bugs you about people/society today? What about 
society/people would you change if you could? Share.   
 
DAY 2, IDEA-GATHERING: Think-Pair-Share: Listen to Bob Dylan’s “Blowin’ in the Wind” What is the song 
about? (How do you know?); If the song was written today, what social issues could it be about? Why?; 
Whole class: Make a class list of current social issues from this discussion that can be added to 
throughout the idea-gathering stage; Independent student activity: Find a song on your mp3 player or 
phone that could be considered social commentary.  In your Writer’s Notebook, explain what social 
issues it’s about and what the singer/songwriter thinks about those issues, using specific lyrics from the 
song in support;  Share; Whole class: Add to list. 
 
DAYS 3 & 4, IDEA-GATHERING:  Think-Pair-Share: “How Do You Like Your Eggs” by Bansky: What do you 
notice? What does what you notice “mean”?  Teacher Model: Analyzing social commentary in art; Small 
group student practice: Analyzing social commentary in art. Mini-lesson: From analysis to claim; 
Student-practice: Write a claim for the art. Share;  Whole class: Add social issues to the list started Day 
1 (based on the issues present in the art).   
 
DAYS  5 & 6, IDEA-GATHERING: Argu-write: “The Very Popular Store That Only Sells Clothes for Skinny 
Girls;”   Mini-lesson: the elements of argument; Student practice: Identify/add the claim and evidence 
in your argu-write.  Small group activity: Analyze social commentary arguments for the elements of 
argument; Share elements of argument; Whole class: Add social issues to the list started Day 1.   
 

---- in between Days 6 & 7 of Writing Workshop, students will choose a social 
issue, conduct research & complete an annotated bibliography ---- 

 
DAY 7 GETTING READY TO WRITE:  Mini-lesson/Teacher modeling: from research to claim – writing a clear 
thesis; Student practice: Write the thesis statement for your research paper; Pair/Share; Mentor text: 
reasons vs. evidence; Student practice: brainstorm reasons to support/refute your thesis and begin 
finding evidence from sources support/refute those reasons.  
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DAY 8 GETTING READY TO WRITE:  Mentor text: embedding evidence (with specific strategies gathered from 
mentor text); Independent student practice: pick a reason brainstormed from Day 7 and write a 
paragraph for it, embedding evidence using the strategies from the mentor text; Pair-Share. 
 
DAY 9 GETTING READY TO WRITE:  Mentor text:  organization & structure of social commentary (example 1); 
Whole class: create an outline based on the mentor text; Student practice: plug your information into 
the outline; Reflection: How effective is this structure for my topic, focus, purpose & audience? 
 
DAY 10 GETTING READY TO WRITE:  Mentor text:  organization & structure of social commentary (example 
2); Whole class: create an outline based on the mentor text; Student practice: plug your information 
into the outline; Reflection -Peer turn & talk: Which structure will work better for me? – work through 
benefits and drawbacks and appropriateness to task, purpose, audience, and topic. 
 
DAY 11 DRAFTING:  Student drafting (teacher conferring): Social commentary on student-chosen issue; 
focus: clear claim, evidence (quoted and paraphrased), analysis/evaluation of two sides; Students should 
have a complete first draft by the next Writing Workshop day. 
 
DAY 12 REVISION: Teacher model with student input: Identification of claim, audience, purpose, 
logos/ethos/pathos; Student practice/self-evaluation: What is your claim? Who is your audience? How 
are you reaching them (logos/ethos/pathos)? What is your purpose?  What do you need to change to 
make this clear?; Pair/Share 
 
DAY 13 REVISION: Mini-lesson with mentor text: syntax & diction; Teacher modeling: revising for syntax 
& diction; Peer review/student practice:   students choose one paragraph to be edited by a peer for 
syntax & diction; students edit each other’s then switch and discuss.  Share: paragraphs with great 
sentence variety and diction. 
 
DAY 14 REVISION: Mini-lesson/Teacher modeling: embedding evidence and connecting it back to the 
claim; focused revision of draft (teacher conferring): embedded evidence; word choice appropriate to 
task, purpose & audience; sentence variety; Students should have a complete second draft by the next 
Writing Workshop day. 
 
DAY 15 REVISION: Teacher model of peer review process (Effective vs. ineffective peer review examples); 
focused peer and self-review.  Students will work in pairs with a guided revision assignment;  (Students 
could read their essay to their partners so they can hear it aloud or complete on turnitin.com; students 
should communicate, verbally and in writing, their comments and revisions); From these revisions, 
students should prepare to revise their drafts and turn in their final drafts shortly thereafter.   
 

 


